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Abstract

Genetics literacy is crucial for making informed decisions. However,
perceived complexity, educational gaps, and misleading media narratives
make reaching diverse populations difficult. Interventions to improve
genetics literacy beyond K–12 classrooms should center on building
science trust and self-efficacy. We used a mixed methods approach to
survey 12 museums with genetics content and found 3 framing devices,
“Genetics is Fun,” “Genetics is Relevant,” and “Genetics is Discovery.”
While each framing strategy leads to high engagement with genetics
topics, these approaches differed in ways that affect ability to learn and
how genetics is perceived. Exhibit creators should consider design
ramifications when creating a genetics exhibit that builds genetic literacy.
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Introduction

Genetics literacy, the ability for individuals to understand genetic information and
how it influences your everyday life, is becoming crucial for making informed
personal decisions. With rapid advances in genetic technology, a foundational
understanding of genetics is now important for meaningful engagement with
questions surrounding health, privacy, and policy. Improving genetic literacy
correlates with increases in trust in science and greater satisfaction with health
decisions and decreases in the prevalence of naturalistic fallacies about race
[Donovan, Semmens et al., 2019; Donovan, Weindling et al., 2020]. Despite
prevailing positive attitudes toward the use of genetics information, a high
percentage of the general population lacks basic knowledge necessary to interpret
disease risk and genetic susceptibility [Abrams et al., 2016; Scheuner, Sieverding
and Shekelle, 2008; Smerecnik et al., 2008], to understand human evolutionary
ancestry [Bobkowski, Watson and Aromona, 2020; Roth et al., 2020], and to
evaluate whether participation in genetic testing is an appropriate choice [Chen
and Goodson, 2007; Ciske et al., 2001; Sauven, 2004].
Article
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Interventions to improve genetics literacy, particularly to those beyond a K–12
classroom, requires an approach that builds science trust and self-efficacy.
Museums and other informal learning environments, such as libraries and nature
centers, serve over 100 million visitors across the United States each year and are
among the most trusted venues for science information [MacFadden, 2008]. In
addition, museums and other informal learning centers can foster discussion across
multiple age cohorts [Diamond, 1986; Duensing, 2006; Ellenbogen, 2003;
Zimmerman, Reeve and Bell, 2009; Falk, Dierking et al., 2016] and provide a
semi-structured, free-choice learning environment that allows the multi-directional
bridging of knowledge between school and home [Miller and Barrington, 1981a;
Miller and Barrington, 1981b]. While museums have a historical role in displaying,
cataloging, and communicating knowledge, recent analyses have focused on these
institutions’ capacity for recontextualization and co-creation of knowledge [Antón,
Camarero and Garrido, 2017; Falk and Storksdieck, 2005; Henning, 2006; Rock,
McGuire and Rogers, 2018; Taffe and Kelly, 2020].
Evidence suggests that increased exposure to genetic information in and of itself is
not effective in driving visitors to informal learning environments to seek more
information about genetics and to see themselves as part of the scientific process
[Hinojosa, 2020; Hinojosa, Swanson and Polman, 2018; Holmes, 2011; Kelly, 2007;
Wilde and Urhahne, 2008; Zimmerman, Reeve and Bell, 2009]. Instead, the design
choices used to help visitors engage with genetics and evolution information
dramatically impact visitor understanding, interest, and feelings of inclusion
[Dunbar and Klahr, 2013; Andrew Elby, Scherr and Redish, 2004]. Many of these
choices concern the subject and approach of the exhibit itself. For example, exhibits
focusing on genetic mechanisms such as transcription and translation are less well
understood and often less appreciated than exhibits focusing on observable
phenomena such as stratigraphy [Evans et al., 2010; MacFadden, 2008; Tison Povis,
2017]. In addition, experiences that tell personal stories [National Research
Council, 2000] take advantage of local connections [Bonham et al., 2009; University
of Michigan School of Public Health, 2007], and use unconventional learning
approaches, such as video resources or gamification [Pearson and Liu-Thompkins,
2012; Falk, Dierking et al., 2016; Sabatello et al., 2019], are more effective at driving
understanding and establishing positive affinity with science.
Just as important as design and content choices to visitor interaction and
understanding are the decisions about framing genetic information. While there
have been no studies of the impacts of framing in genetics in museums, there have
been a wealth of studies on the impacts of framing genetics within the broader
conversation. Science communication around genetics frequently focuses on the
novelty of new technologies, framing these developments as either making
unprecedented breakthroughs or going too far towards “playing God” [Hellsten
and Nerlich, 2008]. Media coverage of these discoveries also perpetuate these
narrow framing choices, particularly the “nature versus nurture debate,” the
metaphor of genetics as “deciphering life’s code,” and of genes coding directly for
individual traits [Gallop et al., 2017; Kampourakis, 2016; Pramling and Säljö, 2007;
Stern and Kampourakis, 2017; Zolyan, 2020]. De-emphasizing the “medical model”
of genetics communication, focusing on polygenic rather than monogenic traits,
and including developmental and phenotypic plasticity early in the curriculum all
serve as effective means of avoiding these problematic metaphors and building
inclusive frames of genetic knowledge in the formal education space [Donovan,
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2016; Donovan, Semmens et al., 2019; Hales, 2020; Jamieson and Radick, 2017].
While the implications of framing science in museums have been studied in
exhibits on phylogeny [Stephens, 2012], climate change [Kirk, 2017], and anatomy
[Pedretti, Navas-Iannini and Nazir, 2018], there has been little work done on the
impact of the framing of genetics content in museums, despite the growing
realization of the importance of subtext and context in driving visitor
understanding. By performing interviews with museum education professionals,
we aim to analyze the impact of design decisions in genetics exhibits and draw
conclusions about the role design plays in fostering genetics literacy and
understanding. The goal of this research is to analyze emergent themes for
effective frames for genetic literacy and how they uniquely foster learning in
genetics among adults and families.

Methods

Two authors (AAH and KNR) conducted semi structured interviews with museum
education professionals at twelve science centers and museums to explore the
learning goals and frames of genetics exhibits. The museums were:
– Arizona Science Center
– Burke Museum
– Cincinnati Museum
– Denver Museum of Nature & Science
– Florida Museum of Natural History
– Institute of Genomic Biology (IGB)
– Nebraska State Museum
– Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
– Perot Museum
– Science North (in Sudbury, Ontario)
– St. Louis Science Center
– Utah Natural History Museum
Museums were selected through two individual search methods: 1) AAH used the
Google search engine to search for the terms “[STATE]” or “[PROVINCE]” for each
of the fifty U.S. states and Canada, “genetics”, and “exhibit”; 2) MMV used the
online encyclopedia Wikipedia and searched the phrase “List of museums in
[STATE] or [PROVINCE]” for each of the fifty U.S. states and Canada. All
museums meeting initial inclusion criteria were then analyzed further by visiting
their individual websites and reviewing their current exhibits. Additionally, an
advanced Google search (https://www.google.com/advanced_search) was
performed using genetic terminology restricted to the museum website. This was
completed by inserting all genetic terminologies in the “Find pages with any of
these” section and inserting museum website homepage into the “Narrow your
search by site or domain” section. This method was used to capture all potential
museum exhibitions and not exclude small museums. Results between the two
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techniques were broadly similar, with about 82% correspondence between
searches. Museums that had a genetic exhibit currently on display that was created
by the museum were included for further study. Travelling exhibits were excluded
unless the exhibit was currently being displayed by the museum responsible for its
development. Search results that matched exhibit design were recorded, while
online supplemental material for classrooms and at home activities were not
included.
All museums meeting these criteria were contacted using the museum’s general
contact information located on their respective websites. Overall, 77 museums
were contacted. Of the museums that responded, interviewers were put in contact
with individuals that were directly involved in the development of a genetics
exhibit created at each museum. Interviewees had a broad range of official job
descriptions within the museums including; Chief of Science & Curiosity, Director
of Interpretation & Visitor Experience, Curator of Zoology, Genetics Lab Research
Manager, Director of Exhibits & Public Programs, Outreach Activities Manager,
Professor and Curator, Featured Hall Manager, Vice President of Exhibits, staff
scientist, and Manager of STEM Events. Interviewee education levels ranged from
Bachelor’s (4) to Master’s (6) to PhD (2).
Twelve professionals from museums offered insights into the strategic decisions
shaping current and recent genetics content in the United States (and Canada,
which is culturally similar). Museums were in the Midwest (Illinois, Missouri,
Nebraska, Ohio), the South (Florida, Texas), the West (Colorado, Oregon, Utah,
Washington), and Canada (Ontario). Interviewers AAH and KNR spoke to
curators and exhibit designers, scientists, and outreach specialists. Five of the
twelve museums (41.7%) were affiliated with universities.
We analyzed the interview data using a mixed-methods approach. The
semistructured interview format allowed the interviewers to address both
predetermined and emergent topics [Lofland and Lofland, 1995]. Audio recordings
of interviews were transcribed verbatim using the software Otter.ai
(http://otter.ai). Researchers used a structural codebook framework [Ryan and
Bernard, 2003] to iteratively analyze the transcripts for emergent themes related to
exhibit hall contents, exhibit topics, interpretation, design approach, learning goal
topics and development, hooks, and evaluation. The multistage coding process
began with both researchers individually coding two interview transcripts from
different timepoints, with an interobserver error of around 20%. In the second
iteration of the codebook. researchers removed “exhibit hall contents” and added
an additional criterion of “motivation” (i.e., the primary reason the
museum/institution created a genetics exhibit). The second iteration also included
definitions and text examples from interviews to provide further guidance and
specificity. The revised codebook was used to code two different transcripts, with
an interobserver error of 10%. This final codebook was then used to code the
remaining ten transcripts. Using the interviews and codes, qualitative analysis was
done to understand motivations behind design choices and construction of
emergent themes. In addition, quantitative analysis was conducted with the
software package factoextra. The codes were analyzed for emergent themes using
k-means clustering analysis, with a random partition initialization metric and
iterated over (1 to n-1) means using the kmeans function in R.
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010202
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Results

We conducted semi-structured interviews structured into “back-end” and
“front-end” questions, focusing on the behind-the-scenes decisions that fueled the
resulting exhibit product. During the interviews, many of the conversations were
filled with energy and passion. The predominant factor in driving the creation of
the genetics exhibits were a recognition of the importance of genetics and a desire
to bring a genetics exhibit to life within the museum (Figure 1a). Research, either
showing the museum as a scientific body or fostering partnerships with
universities who would conduct on-site research, was another major theme that
drove the development of genetics exhibits. Overall, most of the interviewees
described a workflow centered on what the exhibit’s curatorial and design teams
chose to talk about and how to talk about the desired topic, with the desired
outcome or learning objectives being secondary (Figure 1b). All conversations
mentioned a desire for visitors to learn about the provided content, but not all had
a clear vision of how to achieve that goal. Only three museums (Nebraska, IGB,
Denver) reportedly centered museumgoer learning in their approach to exhibit
implementation. All three that were scored as having learning goal-centered
approaches also incorporated evaluation methods such as soliciting feedback from
visitors (interviews, feedback slips, and polling) and tracking visitor/participant
demographics. Many museums also spoke about design choices being influenced
by the need to develop travelling exhibitions, satisfy the needs of external
stakeholders, or satisfy previous grant commitments (captured under external
needs).
When discussing how museum curators decided which topics to include in the
exhibit, almost every museum (10 of 12) prioritized concepts deemed relevant to
the visitors’ lives such as health and genetic testing, trait inheritance and heritage,
or genetics-based jobs (Figure 1c). Many of the museums expressed a deeper desire
for visitors to understand that genetics is not a new concept and that it is not
removed from their daily life. Building on this, two thirds of museums focused on
genetics research or recent breakthroughs. However, there was not a correlation
between the museums that were likely to have direct access to research via a
university affiliation and a conversation about research in genetics. Not all
university museums chose to focus on the importance of genetics research, and
some museums without academic affiliations focused on the importance of
genetics research, nevertheless. The choices about how to “hook” the reader into
initial investigation varied as well (Figure 1d). Eight of the twelve museums
emphasized that they had volunteers and staff available to help interpret and
engage with the exhibit, either via researchers with labs integrated into the exhibit
and/or via ambassadors or volunteers. Often, if museums implemented assisted
interpretation, they also expressed learning goals stemming from conversations
with local scientists (5 of 8). These goals did not follow a pattern, however. Outside
of making genetics relevant to visitors, the most common goals for the exhibit were
to produce an understanding about genetics facts (for example, the function of
ribosomes, 5 of 12), or learning goals about scientists or research (for example,
scientists are diverse, 5 of 12). Evaluation differed significantly among the
museums, with many museums preferring more passive methods of feedback (e.g.,
demographic data collection, passive feedback, or the collection of visitor data
through exhibit components). When active evaluation was conducted, it often
focused on satisfaction surveys (4 of 12) and participant observation of
conversations (2 of 12).
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Figure 1. Summary of approaches for building genetics exhibits taken by museums interviewed for this study. A museum may be represented by multiple categories or may not be
represented in a particular category. a) Shows the various motivations behind building the
exhibit, while b) highlights the different design approaches taken to realizing it. c) refers
to stated learning goals of an exhibit that were developed before the opening of the exhibit.
d-e) reflect the hooks for audience engagement used as well as the topics eventually covered
by the museum. Both of these can be different that the initial plans. Finally, f) refers to the
different evaluation techniques used by the museums.

Approaches to Genetics
We applied an appropriate statistical method (k-means clustering) to the data from
the coded interviews to separate the exhibits into groups based on their approach
to presenting genetics. The results suggest that there are three major approaches to
genetic museum exhibitions, which may be described briefly as “Genetics is Fun,”
“Genetics is Relevant,” and “Genetics is Discovery.”

Genetics is Fun: St. Louis Science Center (MO), Perot Museum of Nature and
Science (TX), Science North (Ontario)
The category “Genetics is Fun” includes museums that expressed a desire for
“visitors to have fun interacting with the exhibit” or included interactive
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010202
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elements/gamification as a key part of their exhibit design. The following are
representative quotations from staff at museums in this category:

St. Louis Science Center: “Everybody wants to sort of like, touch, touch, touch
and fun, find fun, and maybe I’ll learn something along the way.”
Perot Museum of Nature (Perot): "Fun becomes a big portion of what we want
to make sure people are saying, so when we get word bubbles about your
experience in the museum, usually fun ranks up there pretty high."

A core component of this approach is an emphasis on front-end evaluation, visitor
feedback, and timing and tracking data. Understanding the experiential
dimensions of the visit — how it makes visitors feel and how it might enrich their
lives — is important to understanding the aspects of the exhibit the visitors look
forward to and communicate with others [Ritchie and Hudson, 2009;
Schmitt-Scheersoi, Vogt and Naumann, 2002] . By better understanding visitor
perspectives, museums can connect with visitors to encourage personal
meaning-making and satisfying experiences.

Perot: We tend to focus less on our evaluation in terms of what did you learn
in the hall, but more about what were you interested in and what things did
you find interest in the hall.

The qualitative analysis also shows that these types of museums focus primarily on
inheritance and genetic tools and technology in their exhibit topics and that they
are also very volunteer-based in their exhibit interpretation. Science North
distinctively utilizes its interactive elements and volunteers to teach inheritance
through its object theater “Club Genome.”

Science North: So it [object theater] is a theater that presents a show, and has
physical objects that kind of explain the story like throughout the show, so as a
visitor they’re engaging with it and watching it. . . Or for us at our science
center, we call our staff blue coats, because we literally were like blue lab coats.
So you know, visitors get to interact with blue coats and ask different
questions.
Science North: [In] club genome. And we had, we had kind of like a, it was
sort of like the little like disco inside. So the tables all lit up. And there were
like flashing lights and colored lights. . .

Genetics is Relevant: University of Nebraska State Museum, Carl R. Woese
Institute for Genomic Biology (IL), Arizona Science Center, Natural History
Museum of Utah, Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
The central theme of the second category of museums was “Genetics Is Relevant,”
highlighting a variety of researchers and genetics topics in what were usually a
part of a series of travelling exhibits.
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010202
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Nebraska: But how do you make this story? You know, meaningful?. . . but you
know, for the people who serve are in denial and think, oh, museums change
people, and all my exhibits are so important. You know, that seems like oh,
that’s not very much, you know, but maybe it’s a lot.
Nebraska: Yeah. And maybe, that, you know, I’ve always believed that what
museums do is part of a bigger project
IGB: translate genomics research and DNA research for the public to make it
so that they feel comfortable making decisions about genomics in their
everyday life

Health testing and DNA basics were two topics that were uniquely covered in this
category. Studies show that educational interventions have been successful with
respect to changing perceptions about direct-to-consumer genetics tests, indicating
that museum exhibits focused on health testing are an effective strategy for
increasing genetic literacy [Pearson and Liu-Thompkins, 2012]. The emphasis on
DNA basics in these exhibits possibly stems from the adherence to state standards
on genetics content reported by museum curators in interviews, which focuses
primarily on conceptual knowledge components of genetic literacy rather than
sociocultural or epistemic knowledge components.
Utah and OMSI stand out as a subcategory within this group. While they also
emphasize research, travelling components, and building awareness in their design
choices, their exhibit topics focus less on a variety of genetics concepts than on an
overarching theme of a single topic. Museum staff interviewed described this as
the “big idea” of the exhibit.

OMSI: And so we’ve decided to make a connection between science and this
like cultural history. Genghis Khan, Mongol Empire thing. We’re connecting
them with genetics.

Genetics is Discovery: Florida Museum of Natural History, Burke Museum of
Natural History and Culture (WA), Denver Museum of Nature & Science (CO),
Cincinnati Museum Center (OH)
The exhibits at museums in this category center on a “glassbox”-style genetics lab,
where visitors can peer in and watch scientists at work. The primary goal of these
types of exhibits is to showcase that museums actively conduct research using their
collections and aren’t simply a static “cabinet of curiosities”. Visitor
misconceptions about the purpose of museum collections threaten funding, which
has already been declining since the economic crisis of 2008 [Kemp, 2015].

Florida: For us, it also helps because we’re a collections based museum. And
we have 40 million objects in our collections. So people often say why do you
need so many things? You know, why isn’t one butterfly of a certain species
enough? Why do you have to kill multiple butterflies of the same species and
so the genetics lab gave us an opportunity to talk about, you know, how
science is conducted?
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010202
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Genetics research using museum collections is critical to advancing our
understanding of biodiversity and how evolution shapes our world. Collections
research also provides invaluable insights into how populations are changing, and
even being threatened, in the face of climate change [Wandeler, Hoeck and Keller,
2007]. By showcasing visible research in the exhibit, these museums can combat
visitor misconceptions about the role of collections in museums. Observing live
researchers also increases visitor understanding of the practices in which genetic
technology is applied and the process of science, which are important concepts in
genetic literacy.
Some museums have taken this practice a step further by inviting museum visitors
to participate in ongoing research. In the Denver Museum of Nature & Science’s
“Genetics of Taste Lab,” participants contribute phenotypic and genetic data to the
lab’s taste and genetics research studies. Through participation in this study, the
visitors become familiar with the scientific process and can understand how the
study relates to their own lives. Evaluation data from this study shows that guests
both enjoy and value participating in authentic genetics research [Nuessle,
McNamara and Garneau, 2020].

Denver: the goal is when they look in, and they see us working on actual
science, that they see us wearing similar things, and they make the connection
that they’re scientists as well, and that there’s a scientist to everybody.

Though each exhibit cluster demonstrated a different approach to building genetics
literacy, several museums did fall into one or more clusters. For example, a
museum that framed genetics as something that is both doable and exciting may
have fallen between the “Genetics is Fun” and the “Genetics is Relevant”
categories. Other museums used live researchers but had them do more traditional
museum interpretations, placing them within the “Genetics is Fun” and “Genetics
is Discovery” category. Other museums had such large genetics exhibits that they
touched on all three approaches during the interviews. While there is certainly
overlap between approaches, we believe that analyzing these three categories will
allow drawing distinctions between emergent metaphors, understanding of
audience, and design choice.

Discussion

Within the existing genetics exhibits, approaches to displaying and framing the
content differed in ways that affect ability to learn and how genetics is perceived
[Dunbar and Klahr, 2013; Andrew Elby, Scherr and Redish, 2004; Nisbet and
Mooney, 2007]. Discussions of how genetics has been framed have centered mainly
on its novelty or its consequences, ignoring the ways in which genetics has been
framed as a discipline or as a scientific endeavor. Here we discuss how the design
choices, messaging strategies, and learning goals of the emergent categories of
framing genetics exhibits may each uniquely help to foster genetic literacy and
understanding.
Through this study, we aimed to understand the methodological choices behind
building genetics literacy in museum exhibits using interviews with key museum
personnel involved in creation and execution. This approach is one of many
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possible approaches to understand how exhibit design impacts the transmission of
ideas in a museum setting and provides only one lens through which the final
product should be viewed. Alternative approaches, such as reviewing visitor
feedback, examining exhibit content, or visiting the exhibit in person would
provide complementary data to develop a full picture of the visitor experience. We
chose this particular approach to focus on the motivations behind the exhibits and
to connect the choices made within the design process to emergent narrative from
the exhibit itself.

Fostering genetic literacy through interactivity
We identified three categories of museums, where genetics was typified as either
fun, relevant or the fuel for visitor discovery. These categories align closely with
Hein’s categories for learning in the museum [1995]. “Genetics is Fun” matches a
Constructivist approach, “Genetics is Relevant” matches a Behaviorist approach
and “Genetics is Discover” matches a Discovery Learning approach. The museums
within the category “Genetics is Fun” use an approach to presenting genetics
where visitor enjoyment is the primary goal, which is accomplished mostly
through interactive exhibits. Interactivity, through physical touch or
“gamification,” has become a key component in museums exhibits. Research on
visitor learning in museums suggests that interactivity promotes engagement,
understanding, and recall of exhibits (for a review, see [Schneider, 2003] ).
Engagement can also serve to scaffold new learning through metaphor, such as
when in our interviews curators at the St. Louis Science Center described their
replication and transcription exhibit, in which visitors cranked a handle to observe
the process of “unzipping” the DNA and the nucleotides matching with their
complementary base. Design elements of challenge and play have also been found
to increase visit duration and visitor understanding of science [Perry, 2012].
Interactivity is further enhanced through staff or volunteers who guide audiences
through demonstrations and presentations. Studies show that staffed exhibits have
higher levels of attraction, holding power, and visitor engagement compared to
unstaffed exhibits [Boisvert and Slez, 1995]. Genetics exhibits with staffed
interactive components allow visitors to experience genetics in a way that brings
them into the process of discovery. In addition, these facilitated experiences can
provide a personalized experience that is responsive to visitor knowledge and
interested level, answering specific questions and potentially addressing fears.
While increasing visitor enjoyment through fun and interactive exhibits is a high
priority among exhibit designers [Carliner, 2003], others argue that the role of
museums is to move beyond entertainment in order to be effective as teaching tools
[Hein, 1995; Allen, 2004]. For genetics exhibits, there are a limited number of
components that work well for interactivity (such as constructing a DNA model,
completing Punnett squares, linking genes to behavior), and these interactives are
often conceptually distant from one another. While many of the museums we
spoke with came up with innovative approaches to making these disparate
interactives personal (such as trait trees), it is unclear whether visitors were able to
understand the connection between concepts and comprehend overarching goals.
Though highly interactive exhibits can be successful at prolonged visitor retention,
for genetics exhibits, they largely communicate what genetics does, as opposed to
what genetics is.
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010202
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Moreover, museums can move beyond displaying information to fostering skills of
scientific inquiry (such as asking questions and interpreting results) by inviting
participants to engage in authentic genetics research, as in the Genetics of Taste Lab
at the Denver Museum of Nature & Science in the “Genetics is Discovery” category.
Exhibits like these utilize the participation design principle, which asserts that
visitor understanding is shaped by both physical experiences [Alt and Shaw, 1984],
which occur during sample collection, and dialogic interactivity [Simon, 2010],
which occurs during study-driven informal and meaningful interactions with
scientific staff and volunteers. Evaluation data from the Denver case study shows
that visitors both value and enjoy contributing to research, and, that by actively
participating in science, they feel more capable of understanding complex scientific
concepts [Burcham et al., 2020; Garneau et al., 2018]. This increased confidence in
visitor learning indicates a positive effect on visitor self-efficacy beliefs — their
judgments of their ability to deal with or succeed in a certain situation [Bandura,
1977] — regarding genetics.
This approach of visitor participation in museum research is contrasted by the
“glassbox” style of genetics exhibits, also present within the “Genetics is
Discovery” category, where visitors observe scientists conducting research inside a
glass-walled laboratory. Studies show that these types of exhibits have a positive
effect on visitors’ perceptions of museums, challenging their assumptions that
science is passive and that museums are home only to stale facts and dead things
[Wylie, 2019]. Seeing scientists of diverse backgrounds in action can also work
against commonly held assumptions about who is included in science [Miller,
Nolla et al., 2018]. However, these types of exhibits also can leave visitors with an
incomplete understanding of the research being conducted, because their
interpretation is based only on what they observe, with no opportunities to address
questions or misconceptions without an additional interpreter outside of the
exhibit.

Fostering genetic literacy through unifying themes in exhibits
Emergent themes that have been found to support science learning outside of
physical interactivity include the immediate apprehendability of the exhibit,
conceptual coherence, and consideration of the diversity of learners [Allen, 2004].
Conceptual coherence is the communication of an abstract concept, theme, or
model of science throughout many smaller exhibit pieces. Many museums within
the “Genetics is Relevant” category communicated that they utilize a similar “big
idea” method of exhibit design, where development is guided by “a one sentence
statement that connects the visitor to the content and explains the relevance of the
topic to them” [Pekarik, 2002]. Conceptual coherence is part of the constructivist
teaching perspective that learners need exposure not only to physical experiences
but also to concepts and models [Driver et al., 1994]. Conceptual coherence has
been cited as a fundamental design tenet for creating an intrinsically motivating
exhibit that is an effective teaching tool. The Oregon Museum of Science and
Industry has used this concept to unite individual genetics topics like DNA basics,
inheritance, genetic ancestry testing. and ethics through the “big idea” of Genghis
Khan’s genetic legacy. This approach allows visitors to follow an immediately
apparent story and challenges them to answer specific related questions by relating
complex genetics concepts to elements within the narrative.
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Another technique used by exhibit designers to emphasize unifying narratives is
cognitive scaffolding [Wood, 2001], in which questions, prompts, and other
structured interactions act as cognitive supports for learners during an extended
investigation [Samarapungavan, Mantzicopoulos and Patrick, 2008], is another
design principle used to make exhibit learning more effective by teaching inquiry
skills. As supports (such as prompts and volunteer facilitators) gradually fade into
the background during the activity, learners can continue autonomously [Collins,
Brown and Newman, 2018; Vygotsky, 1980] . The Burke Museum of Natural
History and Culture explicitly identifies this as a design tactic employed there,
where leading questions within each exhibit section prompt discussion and docents
to guide and facilitate activities. Exhibits that employ scaffolding not only aim to
strengthen inquiry skills but also provide various levels of engagement for visitors,
resonating with the design practices of skimmability and layering for modeling
information in three-dimensional space [Carliner, 2003]. By presenting information
at various levels of depth (gallery headings, theme labels, object labels), visitors are
able to explore in as much detail as they like and always leave feeling that they
have learned a complete topic [Carliner, 2003]. These practices mitigate both the
cognitive overload and the physical museum fatigue experienced by visitors [Falk
and Dierking, 1995; Falk, Koran et al., 2010]. Exhibits in the “Genetics is Relevant”
category often supported science learning by using a compelling combination of
expert and personal narratives within case studies to appeal to a diversity of
learners. These narratives often not only discuss the “product” of genetic
technology, but also the process of a particular technology’s discovery. Researchers
have noted that the narrative device is useful for stimulating personal reflection
and discussion [Kelly, 2007; Pedretti, Navas-Iannini and Nazir, 2018]. This may be
in part due to the sense of similarity, grounding scientific concepts in ways that are
more accessible to visitors [Avraamidou and Osborne, 2009]. Because one of the
goals of genetic literacy is to encourage decision-making following discussion and
reflection, narratives are an invaluable tool of science communication. Further,
case-based approaches are an ideal pedagogical model to highlight the real-world
relevance of new theories [Boerwinkel, Yarden and Waarlo, 2017]. Additional
frameworks that have been found to encourage evidence-based decision making
and increase engagement with controversial socio-scientific exhibits are the
principles of participatory design [Simon, 2010]. Participatory exhibits are both
social and visitor-determined, allowing visitors to become co-creators of meaning
through their interactions with the exhibit. Additional studies support that visitor
gains are increased when exhibits are structured and collaborative rather than
spontaneous and individualized [Gutwill and Allen, 2012].

Fostering genetic literacy through framing
Generally, genetics research is portrayed in a positive light in the media, an image
which is supported through the use of quotations from researchers, references to
credible sources, appeals to human interest, and the use of particular words,
metaphors and analogies [Petersen, 2001]. Similar techniques are evident within
exhibits across categories of museums, most notably with Science North’s “Club
Genome” as an extended, interactive analogy and with the case studies of scientists
at the University of Nebraska State Museum. While the overall image of genetic
research is positive, the framing of science in the media has often been that of
popularization and disseminating factual content rather than presenting the
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technology within a societal context [Väliverronen, 2001]. With respect to genetics,
media framing focuses more specifically on the novelty of cutting-edge genetic
technology, framing the discoveries as “making breakthroughs” or an attempt at
“playing God” [Hellsten and Nerlich, 2008]. Hansen [2006] argues that this type of
binary narrative deters fruitful discussion surrounding the technology, as whatever
cannot be classified as a natural phenomenon is by default potentially immoral,
wrong, or dangerous, and is therefore antithetical to the goals of genetic literacy
regarding critical thinking and independent decision-making [Hansen, 2006].
Further, framing of genetics and medical advancements primarily focuses on genes
coding directly for individual traits rather than the complexity of the
gene-environment-trait interplay, which is also at odds with the nuanced
perspective genetic literacy offers [Gallop et al., 2017; Kampourakis, 2016; Pramling
and Säljö, 2007; Stern and Kampourakis, 2017; Zolyan, 2020].

Conclusion

Improving genetic literacy is critical to increasing trust in science, and results in
greater satisfaction with health decisions and decreases in the prevalence of
naturalistic fallacies about race [Donovan, Semmens et al., 2019; Donovan,
Weindling et al., 2020]. While museums have been successfully communicating
about genetics for almost a hundred years, they must continually evolve to reflect
emerging technologies and the national discourse. Museums have experienced
several paradigm shifts, from “cabinets of curiosities,” through “experiential
fact-based science centers” (the popularization paradigm), to the now-popular
critical exhibits, which are largely issues-based and encourage visitors to actively
engage with and consider socio-scientific issues from many perspectives [Pedretti,
2002]. When applied to genetics, these frameworks promote decision-making,
situate genetics technologies in social contexts, and encourage visitors to evaluate
the certainty and uncertainty of genetic information and the (mis)representation of
genetic knowledge in the media.
Our research sought to understand both common framing choices used to convey
genetics content in museums and how these strategies each contribute to fostering
genetic literacy, by analyzing the framing choices used to convey genetics content
in museums. We identified three unique approaches used by exhibits, highlighting
that genetics is fun, relevant, or based in discovery. While each of these
frameworks can provide effective engagement, future genetics exhibits should
consider design choices, messaging strategies, and learning goals, each with their
own benefits and deficits, to develop exhibits that both inform and challenge in
engaging ways to ultimately increase visitors’ genetic literacy.
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